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Introduction

Energy Efficiency
using multiple disks or distributing files
replace a larger high-power disk with two smaller low-
power disks

when multiple smaller form-factor disks are used
energy savings 

How much?
The number of disks?

file placement techniques
How they can be energy-efficient?



Characteristics of Smaller Disks

Tradeoff
Performance v.s. power consumption

access time and power consumption



suppose there are 4 files
each file is accessed sequentially and steadily during the same 
period T

The period of file access of smaller disk：mT , m > 1
Assume power consumption ratio = files access period ratio

Esingle = 9.2T , Emutiple = 12.2T

TEsingle 43.2

Disk Replacement
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Disk Replacement

Esingle =9.2T 

MK4001MTD
Emultiple = 4.97T
46% energy saving
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Energy-efficient File Placement

Energy-efficient file placement techniques
aggregate files with common attributes to the 
same set of disks
skew I/O operations

PDC: Popular Data Concentration
concentrate the most popular data by migrating 
it to a subset of the disks
if the frequency of file access varies significantly 
with time…



Energy-efficient File Placement

COR: Load Skewing of Correlated Data
concentrate most of the correlated data onto one 
set of disks
two phases：

First, data accesses classified into groups
If take place in the same order
a pointer to be accessed next file
keep accessed information 

Second, data is moved between disks



Energy-efficient File Placement

COMBINED: Combining COR and PDC
PDC lets file migration occur based on the 
frequency with which each file is accessed

COR repeatedly tries to move groups of 
correlated data to the same set of disks

If conflicts happen ,COR has priority



Experimental Results

Simulation Setup
trace-based simulator
parameters of all disks are given In Table 1
Disk capacities：

2.5” :800MB
other : 400MB

trace generator can control 
Mean request inter-arrival time = 70 (ms)
maximum file size = 20 (MB)
trace time = 80 (min)
total file size = 300 (MB)
Write ratio=0.4
1000 file identifiers and creates 100 pools from them



Experimental Results

Simulation Setup(cont.)
PDC migrates files every 5 minutes
COR does 

when the number of correlated data groups is beyond a 
given threshold

Using threshold-based power control policy



Experimental Results



Experimental Results



Conclusion

Replacing a 2.5” disk with multiple smaller 
disks is feasible 

can be beneficial in saving energy 
reduce the energy consumption by up to 43% when 
eight 1˝ disks are used

with an acceptable performance degradation
Proposed energy-efficient file placement 
techniques for mobile systems with more 
than two disks
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